This paper investigates the structure of projective translations -rigid translations expressed as homographies in projective space. A seven parameter representation is proposed, which explicitly represents the geometric entities constraining and de ning the translation. A practical algebraic method for estimating these parameters is developed. It provides a ne calibration of a stereo rig, determines the translation axis, and allows projective translations to be composed. The practical e ectiveness of the calibration is evaluated on synthetic and real image data.
Introduction
The recovery of structure and motion is a basic problem in machine vision. The di culties increase when uncalibrated cameras are considered, since in this case metric information is missing. Nevertheless, the rigidity of 3D-motions imposes strong consistency constraints. This allows metric information to be extracted. Mathematically, given a set of points reconstructed in projective space, the e ect of a rigid motion is represented by a projective homography which is algebraically similar" or conjugate" to the corresponding rigid displacement. This class of homographies allows the reconstruction to be upgraded to a ne and scaled-Euclidean 11 , 2 .
In this paper, the similarity class of projective translations is analyzed, and an intrinsic parameterization is introduced. In practice, the estimated matrices always deviate from their theoretical form due to roundo errors, measurement noise, and outliers caused by mismatches. To o vercome this, we propose a numerically stable method which decomposes matrices into the required form by robustly cumulating several inputs.
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Uncalibrated systems potentially o er higher eciency, autonomy, and exibility than their classical counterparts. Only the level of calibration essential for the task is required, and this is performed by selfcalibration with a minimum of a-priori knowledge. In our case, self-calibration amounts to a ne calibration of a stereo rig from unknown translations.
Translations are an important class of motions, because they occur frequently in practice, they are easy to implement, and they greatly facilitate correlation based matching and tracking. We demonstrate that even the uncalibrated" representation allows the intrinsic properties of translations to be extracted: the plane at in nity which ensures parallel traces, the direction or axis, and the parallel distance moved.
Practical applications exploiting this knowledge are numerous and relevant. Firstly, the plane at in nity allows the projective representation of structure to be upgraded to a richer a ne one. Secondly, the direction allows inter-extrapolation and superposition of translational motions. Finally, the distance allows this to be done uniformly or to localize a position on the translation axis. Potential real-world applications worth noting in this context are vision-based navigation of autonomous robots, visual servoing of robot manipulators, and a-priori or reactive task planning.
Previous work on the a ne calibration of stereo images used constructive methods based on projective i n variants 10 , 9 or the detection of three image points arising from points lying in the plane at in nity. These points can be either three vanishing points associated with the translational motion 4 , 9 or three virtual points associated with ground-plane motions 1 . The advantage of our method is that it allows any number of image points to be used. They do not necessarily have to lie on the plane at in nity. Therefore our method does not rely on special in nity points, which are di cult to observe or to construct. The use of a large number of points increases the numerical stability of the solution.
Paper organization
Section 2 reviews some fundamental notions and section 3 characterizes the algebraic structure of a projective translation. Section 4 proposesas a new parameterization and interprets it geometrically. In section 5, a computational method for cumulative decomposition is developed and applications are sketched. Section 6 experimentally evaluates the resulting a ne stereo-calibration method. Henceforth, we suppose that a weakly calibrated stereo system with constant i n trinsic and extrinsic geometry is reconstructing the scene structure at time instants i 2 0; 1; 2; : : : in the projective frame P. Since H RT is similar to a displacement, we will call it a projective displacement. In this article we consider projective displacements which result from pure translational motions. Such a homography H T , when estimated from image measurements, contains information about the viewing geometry as well as about the observed motion. We show what information is present, where and how it is encoded, what it means geometrically, and how t o extract it e ciently .
Notations

Algebraic Characterization
The following subsections completely characterize the structure of a projective translation in terms of algebraic similarity. Its structure is canonically described by the Jordan matrix 8 . We give the Jordan decompositions in their most general form and indentify the x entities of the transform with those of the decomposition.
Projective Translation
The similarity class formed by the homographies of P which are scaled-conjugate to a rigid translation T T is called projective translations. we will assume that the J 2 block has been permuted into rows 3 and 4, as here.
Jordan decomposition
The similarity transform H J in contrast is de ned only up to premultiplication by a n y matrix J C com- 4 , in order to normally represent the underlying geometric object. We will show, that r 4 is common to all projective translations observed by the same stereo system; that c 3 is common to all projective translations with the same direction observed by a static stereo rig; and that corresponds to relative distance covered in this direction.
Geometric Interpretation
Now w e use 12 to give a geometric interpretation of these algebraic entities. Trivially, there is an a ne similarity A t dependent on t = t x ; t y ; t z T , which transforms T T into J T . In consequence, J T is a translation in the a ne Jordan frame J induced by A t . and two planes parallel to the translation, e.g. T 1 , yz, xz. They intersect in the vanishing point t.
Computational Decomposition
We aim to determine c 3 and r 4 from a number of consistent estimates H i T . Consistent" means that they need a common plane at in nity t o c u m ulatively determine r 4 , and a common vanishing point to cumulatively determine c 3 .
The eight parameters of c 3 and r 4 obey 16 bilinear constraints from 18 and one from 17. Algebraic solutions are straight-forward, e.g. Three di erent scenarios were evaluated experimentally. First, 12 translations of 18 markers on a gripper in various orientations were simulated at a distance of 90cm from a stereo rig with 20cm baseline. Second, two image sequences were taken with a standard stereo rig, which w as translated along three axes. At 6 equi-distant stops per axis, stereo images of either the calibration grid or the house-scene" were grabbed 
Gripper motion
The gripper sequence was used to study the accuracy and degeneracy of our method at increasing levels of additive Gaussian noise with in pxpixel. Figure   2 shows that 4 motions su ce to achieve stability. At 1px, the error e D is acceptable after only one motion and decreases below 0 :2mm. With 1 2, e D is still below 0 :5mm, but for 3 i f H T is estimated just linearly, the error increased rapidly. 
Calibration grid
The grid sequence considers the scenario of o -line self-calibration. The image points are precise 0:05px, and about 100 are matched. Figure 3 shows that the results from real data are consistent with the simulations. The sections 1:5 , 6:11 , and 12:17 correspond to the three motion axes. The accuracy is lower when the translation is aligned with the optical axis 6:11 . The cumulative estimate is robust against outlying values and gains in precision from each inlying value. The absolute error of 0:2 , 0:3mm compares favorably with the usual precision in structure from stereo. 
House scene
The "house sequence" considers the scenario of online self-calibration. The precision of matched points of interest is 1px and there are 1-2 false matches among a total of 30-80. The a ne calibration from the house is used to upgrade a projective reconstruction of the calibration grid see Figure 4 and is evaluated as in section 6.2. Qualitatively, stability and robustness are similar. Quantitatively, the error e D is slightly higher but below 1mm as soon as H T is estimated non-linearly. 
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we h a ve described a new method for the a ne calibration of a stereo pair from one or more translational motions. The method is based on an indepth algebraic analysis of the 44 homography linking two projective reconstructions computed with the stereo rig before and after a translational motion. This analysis allows a simple parameterization of the homography, t h us de ning a projective translation with 7 parameters. This formulation leads to a straightforward numerical implementation within which several motions with di erent directions of translation can be accumulated to improve n umerical stability.
The method has been applied to synthetic, calibrated and real data. In all of these cases, the method tolerated image noise with a standard deviation of up to 2 pixels provided that at least 4 motions were performed. Recently it has been shown that, when projective structure is upgraded to a ne and then to Euclidean, the a ne upgrade stage is the most di cult one from a practical point of view and the nal accuracy of the Euclidean reconstruction depends heavily on its accuracy 7 . Therefore we believe that the method suggested in this paper is an important contribution to the problem of self calibration of a stereo rig
